OF FLOWERS AND FAIRYTALES
You’ve set your wedding date and decided on a theme for your big day. Now all you
need is someone to help you design the wedding of your dreams. Look no further than
Bageecha. From conceptualisation to execution, they’ve got you covered
“Weddings don’t need mega budgets for them to be
the event planning space was a natural extension of
spectacular or distinctive,” asserts Sonal Shah, founder
her passion to help her clients celebrate their special
of Mumbai-based plant and flower boutique Bageecha. day just as they’d imagined it. The starting point is the
And we couldn’t agree more. Whether your wedding’s
couple’s dreams and desires. Elaborating, Shah outlines,
a larger-than-life lavish affair or a small gathering of
“With so much visual documentation available these
close family and friends, what real makes it memorable
days, most young couples have an idea of the look they
is how it’s been curated and crafted. And here’s where
want. I encourage them to tell me what is meaningful
Bageecha steps in.
to them and try to weave those individual elements
Founded in South Mumbai in 1980 by Shah,
into my design. This is so much fun and challenging,
Bageecha started out as a flower and plant nursery that too. The result is a bespoke offering—a happy blend
has, today, become one of the most renowned florists
that forms a unique setting.”
in the city for all kinds of events. Over the last decade,
Having accumulated almost four decades of
it has expanded its repertoire to include event curation, experience in floral decor, Shah loves working with
whether for an intimate affair or the traditional big, fat
colours and textures and creating dramatic interplays
Indian wedding. Under the label Bageecha Design,
of flowers, lights, fabrics and other accessories.
Shah conceptualises entire weddings and ensures
And enjoys the challenges that come with multiflawless execution, effortlessly blending traditional
dimensional creativity. “Since each segment needs
styles with international influences. Branching into
an entirely different approach, it pushes both me and

my team to continually think in different
directions,” states Shah. Most recently,
Bageecha was closely involved with an agarni
ceremony, inspiration for which came from
the decor on artist Frida Kahlo’s door in
Mexico. But one of her favourite projects has
been working with a lawyer couple to help them design
their dream wedding. “The bride had her heart set on
an enchanted forest theme and wanted an array of wild
pastel blossoms mingled with brambles to decorate
the space with. Sourcing those particular flowers and
creating a natural arbour between the trees was no
mean feat and took a mini task force. But the bride’s
excitement upon seeing the final product made it all
worthwhile,” explains Shah.

Bageecha’s success, can, in
many ways, be attributed to Shah’s
emphasis on attention to detail. No
nuance is overlooked. Every little
detail is taken into account and
crafted to perfection. Add to that
elegant finishing touches, and you
quickly understand why Bageecha
Sonal Shah
has become a favourite among
those looking to lend a touch of
magic and whimsy to their special day.
For more information, visit Bageecha.in, email
ss@bageecha.in/ bageechadesigns@yahoo.in, call
9819891800/ 9819810909 or follow @Bageecha
on Facebook and @bageechadesign on Instagram

